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The progress of endoscopic spine surgery in Asia 
has been remarkable, and joimax® has been at the  
forefront of this field since more than 20 years. 
Not only do we provide the necessary cutting-edge  
solutions for minimally invasive endoscopic spine surgeries, we 
also have the mission to educate spine professionals around the 
world through the in-house endoscopic spine academy ESPINEA®. 
 
ESPINEA® has been a global success since its establishment 
in 2019. Recently, the inauguration of the ESPINEA® Chapter  
China has taken the ESPINEA® story to the next level. The 
event was a success, with over 500 endoscopic spine experts,  
coming from China, Korea, the US, and Germany to Xiamen 
and the over 10.000 surgeons attending the summit virtually. 
 
During the ceremony, Professor Zhou Yue was  
awarded the Chairman Chapter China Medal by  joimax® CEO &  
Founder Mr. Wolfgang Ries. An emotional and unforgettable  
moment for everyone involved.
With Professor Zhou Yue taking on the role of chairman, China now 
joins Europe and the USA in having their own ESPINEA® chapter. 
 
We want to extend our gratitude to all the participating  
faculties and staff who helped make this event unforgettable! It is a 
testament to the hard work and dedication of everyone involved that 
the inauguration of the ESPINEA® Chapter China was such a success. 
 

TESSYS® TransSAP  

Read more

Read more

SPINEWEEK 
 
Spineweek 2023, Melbourne, Australia. Congress days 

were intensive and inspirational.  

Thank you to Reuben Teo (Senior Vice President Sales & 

Marketing Asia Pacific) and the joimax® APAC team  

on-site, and to everyone who visited the joimax®  exhibit - 

customers, partners, and friends alike! 

Thank you also to our faculties: J N Alastair Gibson, MD, 

(Scotland), Junseok Bae, MD (South Korea), Dr. Frank  

Hassel, (Germany), Christoph Hofstetter, MD, Ph.D., 

(USA), Woo-Keun Kwon, MD, Ph.D. (South Korea) and Dr. 

Ralf Wagner (Germany), and of course to the Spineweek 

Congress organization for a great program!

We look forward to driving the future of minimally-invasive 

endoscopic spine care in the APAC Region together!

 

 Read more

WHAT‘S NEXT FOR 2023?

 

 
SFCR 
 
June 15-17, 2023

Annual Congress of the 
French Society of Spinal Surgery. 
 
Amièns, France 
https://www.sfcr.fr/

PRODUCT INNOVATION

SALES AND MARKETS

EVENT & CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS

DGNC

June 25–28, 2023
 
74th Annual Meeting of the German 
Society of Neurosurgery (DGNC). 

 
Stuttgart, Germany  
https://www.dgnc-kongress.de/ab/

 
EDUWEEK EUROSPINE

June 26-29, 2023
 
Strasbourg, France
www.aans.org 
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The proven TESSYS® system offers tailored solutions for a broad range of 

indications. The recently launched TESSYS® TransSAP provides solutions for 

the following indications: soft disc herniations to heavy stenosis, hypertrophic  

ligamentum flavum, and many more. 

 

Innovative features such as the “Double-Drill” make surgery even more  

efficient and timesaving and provide an ideal basis for endoscopically-assis-

ted fusion. Close collaboration between faculty and experts from around the 

world and active feedback from our customers continuously demonstrate the  

superior quality of clinical results and the ease of use.

 

GREAT NEWS FROM ASIA
 

GLOBAL SPINE CONGRESS 

The Global Spine Congress in Prague was a great success!

Endoscopic spine surgery was well on display in the main program. Thanks to all 

spine care professionals coming from around the world who visited the joimax® 

booth and attended the meet the expert sessions.

Thank you to the faculties Dr. Muhammed Assous from Razi Spine Clinic in Am-

man, Jordan, Dr. Ralf Wagner from LIGAMENTA in Frankfurt, Germany, Christoph 

Hofstetter, MD, Ph.D. from University of Washington Medicine, USA, Junseok Bae, 

MD from Seoul Gangnam Wooridul Spine Hospital, South Korea for sharing your 

state-of-the-art presentations and expertise. Thank you to the joimax® international  

distribution partners, customers, and friends for your visit and support.

Also a huge thank you to the whole joimax® team being involved in the organization 

and the on-site presentations.

GLOBAL EDITORIAL TEAM 

Antonio Berlen, Susanne Schmidinger, Reuben Teo, Su Min Lim, Sun Ho, Emma Garton,  
Clemens Barthold, Lena Vogel

JAPANESE SOCIETY FOR SPINE  
SURGERY AND RESEARCH CONGRESS  

The 52nd JSSR Annual Japanese Society for Spine Surgery and  

Research Congress was held in Sapporo Japan, with over 3,000 Spine  

surgeons in attendance. joimax® Exclusive Distributor - Japan Medical 

Next Corporation exhibited NAVENTO® Tower and intracs® em Navigation 

system. Thank you to the on-site team for making this event unforgettable.
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Vaporace® Bipo  

Bipolar Probes for endoscopic resection of soft tissue

The Benefits:
- Faster access to pathology through more efficient tissue resection  
- Reusable handle and cable  
- Area probe for faster sideways tissue removal

Want to learn more about Vaporace® Bipo? Visit us at one of the  
upcoming congresses or simply ask your joimax® business partner.

Read more

FOLLOW US

HR HIGHLIGHTS

„EINSTIEG BERUF“ - JOB TRADE FAIR 

We were present at the job fair „Einstieg Beruf“ on May 13th at the  

Karlsruhe Trade Fair Center.  We were able to talk to many young talents 

interested in medical technology and give them insights into the exciting 

professions at joimax®. At our booth there was the possibility to get infor-

mation about numerous professions at joimax®. The fair‘s influence can be 

observed already in the inflow of applications we are receiving. Click on 

the button down below for further information on vacancies at joimax®.

Read more

MOST IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OUT NOW

The field of endoscopic spine surgery is  
expanding rapidly, with new studies being  
released regularly in this constantly growing  
medical field.  

joimax® is fully committed to providing the  
latest products based on the most recent  
research in endoscopic spine surgery.  
It is with great pleasure that we announce the 
new edition of our most significant studies is 
now available.  
If you are interested in a copy, feel free  
to contact us.

joimax® UPDATES ESPINEA® TRAINING FACILITY

The Endoscopic Spine Academy ESPINEA®  
training facility sponsored by joimax® provides 
top-notch education in endoscopic spine  
surgery. The Academy is equipped with the  
latest technology making it an attractive setting, 
perfect for learning and growth.  
Recently renovated to meet the growing  
demand for education in endoscopic spine  
surgery, the Academy expanded by adding a 
third wet lab that is state-of-the-art and designed 
to provide hands-on training in a modern and 
pleasant environment. Read the full press  
release here...

Read more Read more

joimax® HEADQUARTERS – KARLSRUHE, GERMANY

NEW PARTNERSHIP

joimax® is proud and honored to announce its 
new partnership with Med‘Ouest Spine.  
 
Recognized for more than ten years in the spine 
market, the Med‘Ouest Spine team has chosen 
to embark on the endoscopic adventure with the 
market leader.  

Together we are ready to take up the formidable 
challenge of developing this technology of the 
future.

Read more Read more

EMEIA

NEW NAVENTO INSTALLATION

AMERICAS

joimax® AT AANS

The last AANS Congress in Los Angeles was a 
great experience. We are excited about the  
continuous growth of the American endoscopic 
spine field which could be felt there. 
 
The beautiful city of Los Angeles provided the 
perfect setting for this informative and engaging 
event.  
 
Thank you to Tony Troncale (General Manager  
joimax® Inc.) and the entire US staff who contri-
buted to making our time at AANS memorable.

Read more Read more

CONGRATULATIONS DR. JIAN SHEN!

We are excited to share that NAVENTO® - the  
joimax® Navigation Endoscopic Tower has been 
installed in Salford Royal Hospital by  
Ankur Saxena, MD in Manchester, contributing 
to the growing field of endoscopic spine surgery 
in the UK. 

Our dedication to innovation in endoscopic  
spine surgery and improving patient outcomes is 
evident in this achievement. With the  
NAVENTO® Tower, Salford Royal Hospital can 
now provide enhanced care to its patients.

We are pleased to highlight a huge milestone 
achievement by Dr. Jian Shen who just comple-
ted his 5,000th endoscopic spine case! Congra-
tulations.

We greatly appreciate your commitment to brin-
ging the many benefits of endoscopic spine to 
patients in the Northeast as well as the commit-
ment and confidence you‘ve shown in joimax®.  

Looking forward to the next 5,000!

APAC

CMEF and ICMD–China International Medical 
Equipment Fair. Shanghai National Exhibition and 
Convention Center, China.

The exclusive distributor of joimax® C&D  
Innostic exhibited at the CMEF and ICMD China 
the broad range of innovative integrated endo-
scopic spine surgery solutions. 
 
The exhibition was supported by the teams of 
C&D Innostic, joimax® Asia Pacific and joimax® 
China. A huge thank you to C&D Innostic for an 
impressive booth and product presentation as 
well a great collaboration of our teams.

Read more Read more

12th EDITION OF TWSS ANNUAL MEETING

120 Taiwanese orthopedic spine surgeons were 
shown a full NAVENTO tower, as well as various 
joimax® systems like TESSYS®, iLESSYS® Delta, 
and iLESSYS® Pro.
The product highlight was iLESSYS® Pro, given 
that it provides surgeons flexibility for doing con-
tralateral decompression via interlaminar access. 

iLESSYS® Pro gained significant popularity since 
it was introduced in Taiwan last year. 
Peer discussions and complex endoscopic spine 
indications were mainly thematized. We received 
lots of really positive feedback, and because of 
the fantastic discussion session, the majority of 
them were able to comprehend and widen their 
skills for endoscopic spine surgery.

CMEF AND ICMD – CHINA INTERNATIONAL  
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT FAIR 

New

joimax® ASEAN 
Regus Vision Exchange 
2 Venture Drive, Level #24-01 - #24-32  
Singapore 608526

joimax® RELEASES A NEW PRODUCT CATALOG

We are excited to announce the release of our 
new product catalog, featuring the detailed 
technical documentation of the offered  
joimax® devices and systems. 
  
Designed to simplify the process of finding 
what is needed, our catalog aims to inform 
while exploring our extensive product range. 
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